CALL # | TITLE & AUTHOR
--- | ---
031.02 CARLS | A walk around the block : stoplight secrets, mischievous squirrels, manhole mysteries & other stuff you see every day (and know nothing about) / Spike Carlsen
277.3 CURTI | Native : identity, belonging, and rediscovering God / Kaitlin B. Curtice
305.4 ANSAR | Anonymous is a woman : a global chronicle of gender inequality / Nina Ansary, PhD
305.488 NADEL | America's Jewish women : a history from colonial times to today / Pamela S. Nadel
332.024 SHUMA | Put your money where your life is : how to invest locally through self-directed IRAs and solo 401ks / by Michael H. Shuman
355.02 MACMI | War : how conflict shaped us / Margaret MacMillan
364.1523 COOPE | We keep the dead close : a murder at Harvard and a half century of silence / Becky Cooper
620.12 ENNOS | The age of wood : our most useful material and the construction of civilization / Roland Ennos
720 MARS | The 99% invisible city : a field guide to the hidden world of everyday design / Roman Mars and Kurt Kohlstedt
741.54 BE | Be gay, do comics! : queer history, memoir, and satire from The Nib / editor and publisher: Matt Bors
741.54 CHISH | Chasin' the bird : Charlie Parker in California / by Dave Chisholm ; foreword by Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
741.54 GUANT | Guantanamo voices : true accounts from the worlds most infamous prison / edited by Sarah Mirk
741.54 HALPE | Welcome to the new world / a graphic novel by Jake Halpern and Michael Sloan
741.54 TERRY | Come home, Indio : a memoir / Jim Terry
747.1 HEERI | Upcycling with style : a step-by-step workbook / Sarah Heeringa ; additional photography by Amanda Reelick
780.9 GURAL | Looking to get lost : adventures in music and writing / Peter Guralnick
782.4216 PARTO | Dolly Parton : songteller, my life in lyrics / Dolly Parton
791.437 MITEN | Wild minds : the artists and rivalries that inspired the golden age of animation / Reid Mitenbuler
792.7 BUTEA | Survival of the thickest / Michelle Buteau
811 ARMAN | Conjure / Rae Armantrout
811 ATWOO | Dearly : new poems / Margaret Atwood
811 BENNE | Owed / Joshua Bennett
811 GAY | Be holding : a poem / Ross Gay
829.3 BEOWULF | Beowulf : a new translation / Maria Dahvana Headley
914.11 HEUGHAN | Clanlands : whisky, warfare, and a Scottish adventure like no other / Sam Heughan and Graham McTavish
941.08S HOLME | HRH : so many thoughts on royal style / Elizabeth Holmes
973.93 OROUR | A cry from the far middle : dispatches from a divided land / P.J. O'Rourke
BIOGRAPHY BAKER | The man who ran Washington : the life and times of James A. Baker III / Peter Baker and Susan Glasser
BIOGRAPHY BERLIN | Irving Berlin : New York genius / James Kaplan
BIOGRAPHY DRUMMOND | Frontier follies : adventures in marriage & motherhood in the middle of nowhere / Ree Drummond
BIOGRAPHY FOX | No time like the future : an optimist considers mortality / Michael J. Fox
BIOGRAPHY LENNON | The last days of John Lennon / James Patterson, Casey Sherman and Dave Wedge
BIOGRAPHY ROOSEVELT | Eleanor / David Michaelis